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Gandhi, Gandhi, Gandhi, Gandhi,
Gandhi

-1

A hero, whether inside or outside a
human being, is someone who
personifies the heroic standards
made by a cultural, societal, or
personal group in a certain time
period.
In evaluating the poem of Beowulf,
as translated by Seamus Heaney, a
Nobel Prize winner and a professor
at Harvard University, the
protagonist of the story, Beowulf, is
hailed as a hero.
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Anglo-Saxon heroic ideals, modern
ideas of a hero, and my own
personal heroic standards are
necessary in discussing and
evaluating the character of Beowulf
and prove if he truly is a hero to last
through the ages.
The above quote also discusses
loyalty, which is the final part of the
seemingly binding heroic code.

Unit-any group of things or persons regarded as
an entity
Group-a number of persons or things ranged or
considered together as being related in some way
Noble-of an exalted moral or mental character or
excellence
Nobel-1900, in ref. to five prizes (in physics,
chemistry, medicine, literature, and peace)
established in the will of Alfred Nobel (1833-96),
Swed. chemist and engineer, inventor of dynamite.
A sixth prize, in economics, was added in 1969.
Pertinent-pertaining or relating directly and
significantly to the matter at hand; relevant
Necessary-being essential, indispensable, or
requisite

Bounding-A boundary; a limit. Often used in the
plural

Binding-having power to bind or oblige; obligatory
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As discussed by Peter H. Gibbon, a
research associate at Harvard
Graduate School of Education, in
his article entitled “Heroes for Our
Age: How Heroes Can Elevate
Students’ Lives”, athletic type
heroes serve as an inspiration for
younger athletes just as modern
heroes give the rising generations
some one to evaluate and emulate
(Gibbon 15).
It is normal and rewarding to work
towards a dream of becoming a
better wrestler or faster runner, but
from where does reality or
inspiration rush in?

Aspiration-strong desire, longing, or aim;
ambition; a goal or objective desired
Inspiration-an inspiring or animating action or
influence

Accepting-To agree to take (a duty or responsibility)
Rewarding-affording satisfaction, valuable
experience, or the like; worthwhile.
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Beauty, strength, and wisdom too
You’re beautiful inside and out
Lead a great life without a doubt
Don’t need a man to make things fair
‘Cuz more than likely he won’t be
there
Listen girl, gotta know it’s true
In the end, all you’ve got is you

Beauty, strength, and wisdom too
You’re beautiful inside and out
Lead a great life without a doubt
Don’t need a man to make things fair

I shouldn’t have used quotation marks.

I should have also double spaced the block
quotation along with the paper.

‘Cuz more than likely he won’t be
there
Listen girl, gotta know it’s true
In the end, all you’ve got is you
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Rule #19

8
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Indeed, fighting monsters with bare
hands is a courageous act, but
Hrothgar further praised Beowulf
when he said:
I adopt you in my heart as a dear
son.
Nourish and maintain this new
connection
you noblest of men; there’ll be
nothing you’ll want for,
no worldly goods that won’t be
yours. [ . . . ]
But you have made yourself
immortal
By your glorious action. (Beowulf
lines ______) (I turned in my
Beowulf book so I don’t have access
to the actual page numbers.)
As discussed by Peter H. Gibbon, a
research associate at Harvard
Graduate School of Education, in
his article entitled “Heroes for Our
Age: How Heroes Can Elevate
Students’ Lives,” athletic type
heroes serve as an aspiration for
younger athletes just as modern
heroes give the rising generations
some one to evaluate and emulate
(Gibbon 15).

I should have used the line numbers inciting
Beowulf instead of the page number.

I accidentally placed the comma after the end of
the quotation when I should have placed it inside
the quotation of the article title.

FRAGMENT ERRORS
Salmon GRS 16
Rule #4

FRAG
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V S
Is he considered someone who lives
on in a sort of “Hall of Fame”
SV
equivalent? Perhaps he is.

Pron.
A hero, in my eyes, makes the best
Ant.
of his or her experiences, good, bad,
inspirational, life altering, or eye
opening, which have
opportunistically been granted in
life.
Regardless of physical strength or
leadership qualities, it is what is on
the inside of a particular human
Pron.
that truly defines an individual and
ant.
makes one unique from all the rest.
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agr
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Salmon GRS
Rule #62

COMMA ERRORS
Salmon GRS
Rule # 13
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He accepted the age-old idea of
needing a provider caretaker, and
this encouraged him to leave his
mark on society.

I love doing buybacks, and I hope to learn a great
deal from the experience.

7

pc

-1

I thought I needed a comma before I quoted the
lines from Beowulf. I thought it was similar to
speech quotations.

11

pc

-1

An example of praise of Beowulf
would be just after the defeat of
Grendel when “Beowulf’s doings /
were praised over and over again”
(Beowulf lines 864-865).
While Anglo-Saxon heroes were

abbreviation for
comma rule:
CC

Salmon GRS
Rule #none
abbreviation for
comma rule:
NONE

Salmon GRS

I thought that the comma was needed for a CC

Rule #none
abbreviation for
comma rule:
NONE

Salmon GRS 15
Rule #none

pc

-1

pc

-1

After Beowulf’s victory over
Grendel, the Danes saluted Beowulf
as their hero.

In the months to come, he would have to decide
between Yale and Normandale.

pc

-1

When Beowulf died, Wiglaf was
distraught.

After I finished all the buybacks, I took a long nap.

abbreviation for
comma rule:
NONE

Salmon GRS 21
Rule # 15
abbreviation for
comma rule:
INTRO
PHRASE (IP)

Salmon GRS 23
Rule #16

courageous and had brute strength, rule because FANBOYS includes the word but.
modern day heroes are also
courageous but more with an
idealist non-violent strength.
Beowulf takes on challenges posed
I thought I needed a comma because of FANBOYS
to King Hrothgar’s village but only and the CC rule.
those that require his godly strength
and warrior tactics.

abbreviation for
comma rule:
INTRO
DEP. CLAUSE
(IDC)
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pa
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ref
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The world doesn’t become a better
learning place while playing
baseball.
There is not enough evidence to
talk of Beowulf’s soft side, but
because of the good-natured
intentions of his actions, I’d say
he’d be a pretty decent hero in my
book.
Beowulf promises to fight both
battles against Grendel and later
Grendel’s mother.
Heroes are the loving people that
make sure they affect one person at
least every day.

